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Abstract The aurorae of Uranus were recently detected in the far ultraviolet with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) providing a new, so far unique, means to remotely study the asymmetric Uranian
magnetosphere from Earth. We analyze here two new HST Uranus campaigns executed in September 2012
and November 2014 with different temporal coverage and under variable solar wind conditions numerically
predicted by three different MHD codes. Overall, the HST images taken with the Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph reveal auroral emissions in three pairs of successive images (one pair acquired in 2012 and
two in 2014), hence 6 additional auroral detections in total, including the most intense Uranian aurorae
ever seen with HST. The detected emissions occur close the expected arrival of interplanetary shocks.
They appear as extended spots at southern latitudes, rotating with the planet. They radiate 5–24 kR and
1.3-8.8 GW of ultraviolet emission from H2, last for tens of minutes and vary on timescales down to a few
seconds. Fitting the 2014 observations with model auroral ovals constrains the longitude of the southern
(northern) magnetic pole to 104 ± 26∘ (284 ± 26∘) in the Uranian Longitude System. We suggest
that the Uranian near-equinoctial aurorae are pulsed cusp emissions possibly triggered by large-scale
magnetospheric compressions.
1. Introduction
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) recently succeeded in redetecting the Far UltraViolet (FUV) aurorae of
Uranus in 2011 and then in 1998 [Lamy et al., 2012, hereafter L12], long after their discovery by the UV Spec-
trometer (UVS) of Voyager 2 in 1986 [Broadfoot et al., 1986]. These detections included the first images of
uranian aurorae and provided a new means to remotely investigate the poorly known magnetosphere of
Uranus from Earth, awaiting for any future in situ exploration [Arridge et al., 2011]. This asymmetric mag-
netosphere has no equivalent in the solar system, with a spin axis close to the ecliptic plane, an 84 year
revolution period which carried Uranus from Solstice in 1986 to Equinox in 2007, a fast spin period of
17.24 ± 0.01 h and a 59∘ tilt between the magnetic and the spin axes [Ness et al., 1986]. The geometry of the
solar wind-magnetosphere interaction thus dramatically evolves over timescales ranging from a quarter of a
rotation (hours) to seasons (decades).
The 2011 HST observations were scheduled to sample the arrival at Uranus of a series of successive inter-
planetary shocks (displayed in Figure 1b), tracked through in situ solar wind measurements near Earth and
numerically propagated to Uranus with an updated version of the Michigan Solar Wind Model (mSWiM),
validated up to Saturn’s orbit [Zieger and Hansen, 2008]. The observations acquired with the Space Telescope
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) yielded positive detections of auroral signal in 2 images (out of 8) analyzed by
L12 and one spectrum studied by Barthélémy et al. [2014], and they brought the first insights onto the Uranian
magnetosphere near Equinox. The images revealed isolated auroral spots on 16 and 29 November 2011 (gray
arrows in Figure 1b), lasting for a fewminutes, radiating a few kilorayleighs (kR) over the observed FUV range.
They were precisely colocated, rotationally phased in longitude and at −10∘ latitude. Their occurrence near
times of predicted increases of solar wind dynamic pressure (up to 0.01 nPa) suggested that the solar wind
could play a significant role in driving dayside auroral bursts. A STIS spectrum taken immediately after the 29
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Figure 1. Solar wind dynamic pressure at Uranus predicted by three MHD models (described in section 2.3) for the HST
campaigns of (a) 1998, (b) 2011, (c) 2012, and (d) 2014. The uncertainty on pressure fronts is estimated to ±3 days.
Vertical gray lines mark the distribution of HST orbits using STIS (solid), ACS (dashed), and COS (dotted) instruments.
Gray arrows indicate positive auroral detections with a size proportional to their intensity.
November 2011 image revealed auroral H2 emission, radiating in average 650 R between 70 nm and 180 nm
over the portion of the disc covered by the slit.
The reanalysis of STIS images of Uranus taken in 1998, in a configuration intermediate between Solstice
and Equinox, yielded an additional detection during quiet solar wind conditions (gray arrow in Figure 1a).
Although fainter and closer to the detection threshold than in 2011, the 1998 aurorae were seen in both
hemispheres simultaneously and more spatially extended along ring-like structures reminiscent of partial
auroral ovals.
The emissions detected with HST contrasted with the Earth-like aurorae discovered by UVS at Solstice. The
latter were clustered on the nightside, mainly around the southern magnetic pole along magnetotail lon-
gitudes and radiated up to 3–7 GW in the H Ly 𝛼 line and in the H2 bands ≤116 nm, i.e., roughly twice
as much over the full 70–180 nm H2 range [Herbert and Sandel, 1994]. The variation of auroral characteris-
tics along the Uranian orbit thus provides a diagnostic of the solar wind/magnetosphere interaction at very
different timescales, which L12 assigned to changes of the magnetospheric configuration, through particle
acceleration mechanisms yet to be identified.
Two recent studies investigated possible origins of the observed auroral precipitations. Cowley [2013] dis-
cussed the configuration of the Uranianmagnetosphere at Equinox which inhibits the formation of amagne-
totail. Under such conditions, theUranianmagnetosphere appears unable to drive bright, long-lasting auroral
storms such as those observed at Earth or Saturn induced by suddenmagnetospheric compressions.Masters
[2014]modeledmagnetopause reconnection at both Solstice and Equinox using Voyager 2 solarwind param-
eters and concluded that dayside reconnection is in general less favorable at Uranus than at inner planets, at
Equinox than at Solstice, and predicted highly dynamic reconnection sites.
In this article, we analyze two new HST campaigns executed in September 2012 and November 2014 with
different temporal coverage and under variable solar wind conditions (section 2). The images provide 6 addi-
tional detections of Uranian aurorae, whose properties display both similarities and differences with those of
auroral emissions detected in 2011 (section 3). All Uranian aurorae seen by HST are then discussed together
to investigate any possible control by the solar wind and/or by the planetary rotation (section 4).
2. Data Set
2.1. HST Observations
Following the November 2011 HST campaign, two subsequent HST programs were executed in September
2012 and November 2014, while Uranus gradually moved away from the 2007 Equinox. These two programs
consisted of a total of 19 HST visits, each one lasting 1 orbit, which mainly used the Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph (STIS, 17 orbits) together with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS, 1 orbit) and the Cosmic
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Origin Spectrograph (COS, 1 orbit) (http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/instruments). All the STIS and
COSobservationswere acquiredwith the time-tagmode,which provides the arrival timeof photons recorded
on theMulti-AnodeMicrochannel Array (MAMA) detector at a 125 μs time resolution. In this article, we analyze
the STIS data obtained along 13 imaging orbits. We left aside ACS images which, as in L12, did not bring pos-
itive results. STIS spectra were already analyzed by Barthélémy et al. [2014], while the analysis of COS data is
beyond the scope of this study. Each STIS imaging orbit was made of a pair of consecutive images taken with
the FUV MAMA detector using the clear filter 25MAMA (137 nm central wavelength, 32 nm full width at half
maximum-FWHM)which spans H2 bands andH Ly 𝛼, and the StrontiumFluoride filter F25SrF2 (148 nmcentral
wavelength, 28 nm FWHM) which rejects wavelengths shortward of 128 nm, including H Ly 𝛼.
The 2012 program was aimed at carefully sampling the rotational dynamics of auroral processes in order to
assess the influence of rotation on the magnetosphere/solar wind interaction. The observations included 7
STIS imaging orbits spread from 27 to 29 September 2012 over three consecutive planetary rotations, hence
providing an excellent longitudinal coverage. This interval matched amodest increase of solar wind dynamic
pressure (Figure 1c).
The main goal of the 2014 program, obtained with director’s discretionary time, was to track the auroral
response to two episodes of powerful interplanetary shocks characterized by large fronts of dynamic pressure
at Uranus (Figure 1d) up to or beyond 0.02 nPa (depending on the solar wind model, see section 2.3), twice
as large as in 2011 and thus the largest ever sampled by both HST and Voyager 2. The observations included
6 STIS imaging orbits distributed from 1 to 5 November and from 22 to 24 November.
2.2. Image Processing
The data were processed exactly as in L12 with the simple, robust two-step pipeline described below.
The STIS images were calibrated through the Space Telescope Science Institute pipeline and corrected for
any geocoronal contamination, by subtracting to all pixels a constant offset intensity estimated beyond the
disc. Indeed, F25MAMA images are highly sensitive to contamination at H Ly 𝛼 and the oxygen OI 130.4 nm
multiplet, but even F25SrF2 images can be affected by strong oxygen lines. The level of contamination was
variable with time, resulting in a variable background level of STIS exposures. We then subtracted to each
image an empirical model of disc background of solar-reflected emission. This background model was built
from amedian image, derived separately for 25MAMA and F25SrF2 filters and for each HST campaign, before
to be fitted to and subtracted from each individual image.
Although some of the images used to build our empirical background possibly include the auroral emissions
we are looking for, the derived model is generally excellent, as the location of auroral spots far from the rota-
tional poles togetherwith their short lifetime renders it a priori unlikely to observe auroral signal exactly at the
same position across the planetary disc in different images. This was a posteriori confirmed by the different
location of detected auroral signals presented in section 3. As stated above, the empirical background mod-
els were built for the 2012 and 2014 campaigns from a set of 7 and 6 images taken in each filter, respectively.
The statistics was thus fair, but insufficient to smooth out spatial inhomogeneities.
Therefore, we also used an alternate numerical background model of background built with Minnaert func-
tions [Vincent et al., 2000] fitted to the disc emission of each image and convolved by the STIS point spread
function. This model, although less physical, is smooth and well suited to track isolated auroral features.
Hereafter, we display images processedwith the empirical background, but we required auroral signatures to
be detected with both kinds of background models to be considered as positive detections.
Each background-subtracted image was then smoothed over a 5 × 5 pixels averaging filter to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This choice, already used by L12, was checked by varying the size of the averag-
ing filter and found to provide the best compromise between increasing the SNR and preserving the spatial
resolution.
The processed images in counts were ultimately transposed into physical units of kR and GW of unabsorbed
H2 emission over 70–180 nm by using the conversion factors derived by Gustin et al. [2012]. This enables one
to compare brightnesses derived with different filters and more largely with different instruments.
2.3. Solar Wind Models
In L12, we used solar wind parameters at Uranus numerically propagated from the Earth orbit out to Uranus
by one singleMHDmodel, namely,mSWiM [Zieger andHansen, 2008]. In the present study, we used the results
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of three different codes: mSWiM (1-D), the Tao model (1-D) [Tao et al., 2005], and the Multi-scale Fluid-kinetic
Simulation Suite (3-D, MS-FLUKSS) [Pogorelov et al., 2014], all using near-Earth solar wind in situ observations
provided by NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)’s OMNI 1 h averaged data set through OMNIWeb
[King and Papitashvili, 2005]. The results of these models are displayed in Figure 1 by black, blue, and orange
lines. They are described in more detail in Appendix A by historical order of use and compared to infer their
limitations. Overall, we estimate a typical uncertainty of ±3 days on the dynamic pressure fronts at Uranus.
In addition, as onlyMS-FLUKKShasbeenvalidated yet in theouter heliosphereby the comparisonof predicted
parameters with in situ plasma measurements of Ulysses, Voyager, and New Horizons missions [Kim et al.,
2016], the MS-FLUKKS results (orange lines in Figures 1 and A1) are hereafter taken as the main reference to
which the mSWiM and Tao results are compared.
3. Average Properties of Auroral Structures
Simple criteria were used to identify auroral signatures: the emission region must reach or extend beyond a
4× 4 pixels region with intensities per pixel exceeding 3 standard deviations (𝜎) above the background level.
This is intended to discard isolated bright pixels. Inspection of all STIS images revealed 6 positive detections
(out of 26 exposures, hence detections in roughly a quarter of exposures, strikingly similar to L12) displayed
in Figures 2a1, 2b1, 2c1, 2d1, 2e1, and 2f1 (and replicated in Figures 2a2, 2b2, 2c2, 2d2, 2e2, and 2f2 with
grids of planetocentric coordinates) and indicated by white arrows. These detections appear in three pairs
of consecutive images taken on 27 September 2012 and 1–2 and 24 November 2014. The corresponding
observing parameters are indicated in columns 1–5 of Table 1, which also include the previous detections
analyzed by L12 for comparison purposes. The peak intensity exceeded the 5𝜎 level in Figures 2c1 and 2f1,
with 𝜎 = 2.5 kR of H2 in average. The acquisition of STIS images in pairs further strengthens these detections
since the auroral signal is seen to persist fromone image to the next and to rotatewith the planet. Thismotion
is consistent with the expected 8–9∘ longitudinal shift derived from the central meridian longitude (CML)
difference between two consecutive exposures.
Hereafter, longitudes refer to the Uranian Longitude System (ULS) [Ness et al., 1986]. ULS longitudes are built
from International Astronomical Union (IAU)-defined longitudes, both increasing with time, by referencing
the 168.46∘ sub-Voyager 2 IAU longitudeon24 January 1986 to 302∘ according to theULSdefinition. Absolute
longitudes cannot be determined anymore as the reference has been lost, owing to the large uncertainty on
the rotation period. From 24 January 1986 to 24 November 2014, the planet rotated 14, 660.3 ± 8.5 times. In
the ULS system, latitude is measured positively from the equator toward the counterclockwise rotation axis
and the northern and southern magnetic poles lie at +15.2∘ and −44.2∘, respectively.
3.1. Morphology
These new auroral features display both strong similarities to and some differences with those detected in
2011. They appear as isolated spots, as in 2011, but with a larger spatial extent of up to several tens of pixels
(1 pixel ∼340 km). These emissions all lie in the southern hemisphere, nearly at the southern magnetic pole
latitude, while the 2011 aurorae appeared closer to northern polar latitudes. Columns 6 and 7 of Table 1 pro-
vide the coordinates of the auroral peak and its spatial extent at half maximum, assuming an auroral altitude
at 1100 km above the 1 bar level. This altitude is taken to be the same as for Saturn’s aurorae and is consistent
with early models of peak auroral energy deposition at Uranus [Waite et al., 1988].
As noted above, the auroral spots appear to persist and rotatewith the planet during each pair of consecutive
images. Quantitatively, Table 1 shows that the peak emission on 27 September 2012 and 1–2 November 2014
did not vary by more than 2∘ in latitude and 3∘ in longitude, well within the extent of the auroral region.
This suggests a single active region fixed in longitude. In contrast, on 24 November 2014, the peak emission
remains at constant latitude but shifts by 11∘ in longitude. This compares with the larger size of the auroral
region itself whose morphology (as well as intensity and dynamics, discussed below) significantly evolves
from the first image to the second.
Interestingly, the aurorae seen on 1–2 and 24 November 2014, 22 days apart, appear at the same latitude and
longitude. This indicates that assuming an arbitrary southern auroral oval of constant size, the same portion
of it was activated for different CML, as already observed in the north on 16 and 29 November 2011, 13 days
apart. The 27 September 2012 auroraewere activated 10∘ southward of the 2014 emissions, and at longitudes
which cannot be compared to those of 2014 due to the large uncertainty in the ULS system (±106∘ yr−1).
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Figure 2. HST/STIS images acquired on (a1 and b1) 27 September 2012 and (c1 and d1) 1-2 November 2014 and (e1 and f1) 24 November 2014 and (a2, b2, c2, d2,
e2 and f2) replicated with grids of planetocentric coordinates. Images were acquired with the 25MAMA (Figures 2a1, 2c1, and 2e1) and the F25SrF2 (Figures 2b1,
2d1, and 2f1) filters and processed as described in the main text. They are displayed in kR of unabsorbed H2 emission over 70–180 nm. The observing times are
in Earth UT. White arrows indicate spatially extended bright spots above the detection threshold. The planetary configurations are corrected for light time travel
(∼2.7 h). The dotted gray meridian marks the 0∘ ULS longitude. The red and blue dashed parallels (dash-dotted meridians) mark the latitude (longitude) of the
southern and northern magnetic poles, respectively. Model southern auroral ovals fitted to the data are displayed by pairs of solid red lines (see main text).
The conjugate model northern auroral oval, shifted by 180∘ longitude, is not visible.
Table 1. (Columns 1– 5) Observing Parameters at Midexposure; (Columns 6–9) Properties of Auroral Emissions Detected by HST from 1998 to 2014
Date (Earth Time) Data Set Filter Exposure CML Latitude Longitude Peak Brightness Total Power
1998-07-29 06:07:43 UT o4wt01t0q 25MAMA 1020 s 180∘ 35 ± 35∘ 93 ± 23∘ 4 kR −
2011-11-16 15:32:10 UT obrx10p0q 25MAMA 1020 s 338∘ 11 ± 3∘ 49 ± 5∘ 11 kR 2.0 ± 0.8 GW
2011-11-29 02:09:24 UT obrx18hbq 25MAMA 1020 s 93∘ 9 ± 3∘ 55 ± 3∘ 10 kR 2.4 ± 0.8 GW
2012-09-27 15:00:19 UT obz501dgq 25MAMA 1250 s 296∘ −50 ± 3∘ 297 ± 11∘ 5 kR 1.9 ± 1.3 GW
2012-09-27 15:27:07 UT obz501diq F25SrF2 820 s 304
∘ −49 ± 4∘ 294 ± 11∘ 15 kR 2.2 ± 1.8 GW
2014-11-01 23:57:33 UT ocpl02nzq 25MAMA 1231 s 111∘ −40 ± 4∘ 105 ± 7∘ 6 kR 1.3 ± 1.0 GW
2014-11-02 00:26:11 UT ocpl02o6q F25SrF2 900 s 120
∘ −38 ± 4∘ 105 ± 13∘ 15 kR −
2014-11-14 08:34:22 UT ocpl07ckq 25MAMA 757 s 155∘ −44 ± 9∘ 105 ± 15∘ 17 kR 5.9 ± 1.4 GW
2014-11-14 09:04:00 UT ocpl07cmq F25SrF2 900 s 165
∘ −42 ± 10∘ 115 ± 10∘ 24 kR 8.8 ± 1.8 GW
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3.2. Energetics
Figure 2 displays images in kR of unabsorbed H2 emission over 70–180 nm. A supplementary 16% average
contribution of H Ly 𝛼 [Broadfoot et al., 1986] may be added to obtain an exhaustive estimate of the total flux
radiated by H and H2. Column 8 of Table 1 lists the H2 auroral peak brightnesses, for the 2012 and 2014 cam-
paigns and also for the 1998 and 2011 ones. These generally lie within a range of 5–15 kR. An exceptionally
high value of 17–24 kR was reached on 24 November 2014. We note that within each pair of observations,
the second image systematically displayed a brighter signal. We attribute these changes to intrinsic auroral
variability as the active region is clearly seen to simultaneously extend and brighten in each case. The bright-
nesses discussed above are roughly consistent with the few kR estimated by L12 for the 2011 auroral spots
over the observed 25MAMA range, and they strikingly compare to (and in the case of 24 November 2014
emissions even significantly exceed) the 9 kR of H2 emission derived from Voyager 2/UVS measurements of
southern nightside aurorae. The aurorae of Uranus are much less bright than Jupiter’s but compare well with
the average 10 kR of Saturn’s aurorae [e.g., Lamy et al., 2013, and references therein].
To estimate the total radiated power, we derived the total number of counts per second within a constant
radius circle encompassing the auroral signals (17 pixels∼5800 km). This sizewas chosen by fitting the largest
spot in Figure 2f1 and then applied to all the images for the sake of consistency (except for the 1998 observa-
tionwhich displayed auroral features of different shape andwider than 17 pixels). Valueswere then converted
into total H2 power as described in section 2. The results are provided in column 9 of Table 1 (except for
Figure 2d1 which was contaminated by an irregular glow on the detector preventing any reliable power
estimate). The large associated uncertainty has been estimated separately for each image. This uncertainty
divides into ∼1/3 of Poisson noise and ∼2/3 of error on the background. The resulting power ranges from
1.3 ± 1.0 GW on 1 November 2014 to 8.8 ± 1.8 GW on 24 November 2014. Assuming the canonical 10%
efficiency between precipitated and radiated power, the precipitated power ranges from 13 to 88 GW. The
radiatedpowers again comparewith (as for brightnesses) but here donot exceed the∼6–14GW inferred from
Voyager 2/UVS measurements of southern nightside aurorae. This likely results from emissions less spatially
extended near equinox than at solstice. Similarly, such values remain lower than the usual power radiated by
Saturn’s aurorae, which extend along wide, circumpolar ovals.
3.3. Dynamics
The auroral dynamics appears to differ slightly from what was observed in 2011. The latter were seen to vary
on timescales ofminutes. Here the auroral signatures persist over longer intervals, coveredby twoconsecutive
images. From the delay between the midexposure times of consecutive images, the active region lasts for at
least ∼17, 18, and 13 min on 27 September 2012 and 1–2 and 24 November 2014, respectively. Within these
active periods, variations and recurrences can be observed on much shorter timescales.
To investigate this dynamics inmore detail, we performed a time-tag analysis of the brightest auroral features
seen on 24 November 2014. The time-tag mode enables us to process the data at the desired time resolution
and to build time series of the counts recorded in a specific region of the detector. The auroral signal detected
on 24 November 2014 was sufficiently high to motivate the analysis of its temporal dynamics over the expo-
sure timeof the two imagesdisplayed in Figures 2e1 (clear filter 25MAMA) and2f1 (filter F25SrF2). As reminded
in Table 1, these images were acquired successively at 08:34:22 and 09:04:00 UT (Earth time) and inte-
grated over 757 s and 900 s, respectively. The lower effective integration time of the former 25MAMA image
(compared to other F25SrF2 or 25MAMA images) is due to an unusually high count rate dominated by
geocoronal contamination which, in turn, saturated the onboard buffer memory before the data could be
transferred, resulting in several significant data gaps.
Figure 3 replicates Figures 2e1 and 2f1. On top of each image, four 17 pixels wide white circles are drawn,
defining four discs over eachofwhich a count ratewasderived. Adisc surrounding the auroral emission region
(labeledS)wasfirst used todetermine the signal count rate. The threeotherdiscs (labeledB1–B3)were chosen
out of the auroral region at similar solar zenithal angles across the planet, with B1 being additionally chosen
at the same latitude as S. The signal averaged over discs B1–B3 served to determine a background count
rate with a low noise. Time series of the difference between the signal and the background count rate are
displayed below each image of Figure 3 with three different temporal resolutions: 1 s, 2 s, and 10 s from top
to bottom, respectively. Hereafter, we pay specific attention to episodes which reached or exceeded 2 or 3
standard deviations (𝜎) above the background level (indicated by horizontal dashed and dash-dotted lines,
respectively), although the𝜎 referencemaybe slightly overestimateddue to the presence of auroral emission.
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Figure 3. Consecutive images of Uranus acquired on 24 November 2014 with the 25MAMA and F25SrF2 filters. White
circles define discs mapping regions with and without auroral emission. The disc labeled S surrounds the auroral region
and served to determine the signal count rate. The discs labeled B1, B2, and B3 surround background regions at similar
solar zenithal angles, B1 being additionally chosen at the same latitude as S. The signal averaged over discs B1–B3
served to determine a mean background count rate. The three histograms below each image display time series of the
difference between the signal and the background count rate with different time resolution, namely, 1 s, 2 s, and 10 s
from top to bottom, respectively. Horizontal dashed and dash-dotted lines indicate the 2𝜎 and 3𝜎 thresholds above the
background level.
Although the 25MAMA image was built over discontinuous intervals, the 10 s integrated histogram clearly
displays 4 peaks in excess of 3𝜎 during the first minute of integration. The 10 s integrated histogram cor-
responding to the F25SrF2 image displays 3 recurrent peaks of auroral signal beyond 3𝜎 until 14 min after
the start of the exposure. These peaks are statistically significant, as a random Gaussian distribution of the
same number of points shall result in 0.23 and 0.27 data points respectively with an amplitude in excess
of 3𝜎 above the mean level. Taken altogether, these results give evidence that the auroral region was
active during at least 36 min, which increases our above first, rough, 13 min estimate. A closer inspection
of the right-handed histograms, which were built from the brightest Uranus auroral emission ever seen
with HST (see Table 1), provides further information on the auroral short-term dynamics. The 10 s inte-
grated histogram shows 3 auroral bursts above 3𝜎 and 3 more reaching 2𝜎, which repeat along the interval,
spaced by several minutes. These bursts are brief and made of individual pulses lasting for less than 1–2 s.
The 1 s integrated histogram, for instance, displays 15 pulses at or in excess of the 3𝜎 level (while a
Gaussian distribution predicts that only 2.7, hence 3 data points shall randomly reach this level) and many
more at the 2𝜎 level. The Fourier transform of the 1 s integrated histogram (not shown) displays several peaks
of moderate amplitude, the most intense one being at 2.5 min (secondary peaks are visible at 0.1, 0.45, and
1.3min). This 2.5min recurrence is tentatively indicatedwith double arrows on the 10 s integrated histogram.
While the reliability of this quasiperiod deserves to be confirmed over a more statistical data set, it is inter-
esting to note that similar quasiperiodic polar auroral flares with timescales of several minutes, attributed
to dayside pulsed reconnection, have similarly been observed at Earth and Jupiter [Bonfond et al., 2011, and
references therein].
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Figure 4. Composite cylindrical projection built from the 12 STIS processed images of Uranus obtained in November
2014. The top white region indicates latitudes which were not visible. The average H2 brightness was derived in 2
∘ × 2∘
bins. Uranocentric coordinates are taken at 1100 km above the 1 bar level. Red and blue pairs of solid lines indicate
southern and northern model auroral ovals calculated with the AH5 model. Their outer and inner boundaries map the
footprint of field lines whose apex reach 5 and 20 RU , respectively. The red and blue horizontal dashed parallels indicate
the latitude of magnetic poles. The red and blue vertical dash-dotted meridians indicate the best fit longitude of
magnetic poles, namely, 104 ± 26∘ (284 ±26∘) for the southern (northern) pole.
3.4. Localization of Magnetic Poles
In Figure 2, model southern auroral ovals are displayed in red (the associated blue northern ovals are not
visible as they are located on the nightside). They were derived from themost up-to-date AH5magnetic field
model of Uranus [Herbert, 2009] and delimited by a pair of solid lines which map the footprints of magnetic
field lines whose apex reaches 5 (outer line) and 20 (inner line) Uranian radii respectively (1 RU = 25,559 km)
at the 1100 km altitude. This wide interval provides a fair guide to investigate any auroral field lines, as it
encompasses most of the inner magnetosphere (the 1986 aurorae lay at the footprint of AH5 field lines of
apex just outside 5 RU) and the outer magnetosphere (the subsolar standoff distance of the magnetopause
lays at 18 RU during the Voyager 2 flyby and is likely to be less during magnetospheric compressions).
In order to quantitatively constrain the longitude of themagnetic poles, we have built a composite cylindrical
brightness map from all the 2014 images, including those which did not exhibit any significant auroral signal
to take into account any possible weak or diffuse additional aurorae not investigated above. The result is
displayed in Figure 4. As a result of the planetary inclination, the projectionmaps all longitudes, and latitudes
≤50∘. We then built a mask from model auroral ovals defined above and performed a 2-D cross-correlation
between the two projections by shifting the mask in longitude. This assumes that the latitude of magnetic
poles has not varied since 1986. The correlation coefficient clearly peaks twice at 0.15 and 0.13, above an
average level of 0.05, for longitudes of the southern magnetic pole of 104∘ and 118∘, respectively. We chose
the first peak as best fit and used it to fix the longitude of both magnetic poles. The corresponding model
ovals are overplotted on the data in Figure 4. The existence of a second peak of comparable (although lower)
amplitude simply illustrates that the aurorae, mainly clustered around one localized active region, cannot be
uniquely fitted: theoval corresponding to the secondfit is located to the right in Figure 4. Thehalfmaximumof
the highest correlation coefficient yields a conservatively acceptable range of 78–130∘ longitude. Therefore,
we identify the southern (northern) magnetic pole at 104 ± 26∘ (284 ± 26∘) longitude over the month of
November 2014. The subsequentupdateof the rotationperiodandULS systemusing the full set ofHSTauroral
detections is beyond the scope of this paper.
A similar approach couldnot be applied to the 2012observations, becauseof less frequent andweaker auroral
emissions. The model ovals displayed in Figures 2a2 and 2b2 thus simply indicate a visual best fit.
4. Discussion
The 6 detections acquired from the 2012 and 2014 HST campaigns now add to the 3 auroral signatures
detected during the 1998 and 2011 HST campaigns. Although the statistics remains limited, this collection
nonetheless provides a basis to further investigate possible origins for the observed auroral precipitations.
The ring-like faint emissions of 1998 were discussed by L12 who proposed that they could be powered by
somemagnetospheric acceleration process, active for an intermediate Solstice-to-Equinox configuration, and
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able to operate over a wide range of longitudes. This is consistent with the particularly quiet solar wind
conditions which prevailed for more than 5 days on both sides of the observations (Figure 1a).
From the persistent localized and dynamic nature of auroral spots observed over the 2011–2014 period on
the sunlit hemisphere, post-Equinox Uranian aurorae are a good candidate for cusp emission (as observed at
the Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn) at or near the boundary between open and closed field lines. The detected sig-
natures are brief, second-longevents,modulatedon timescales ofminutes and lasting several tens ofminutes.
L12 already proposed that the 2011 auroral spots could result from impulsive plasma injections through day-
side reconnectionwith the interplanetarymagnetic field, expected to be favored once per rotation according
to the variable solar wind/magnetosphere geometry. Interestingly, the 2011 and 2014 auroral features were
in each case radiated by a region which, although activated several weeks apart, remained strikingly fixed in
latitude and longitude. If we assume that the aurorae are related to dayside reconnection, a fixed emission
locus would therefore suggest a stable reconnection site, in contrast with the expectations ofMasters [2014].
We note, however, that such amapping is generally poorly reliable due to the complex topology of magnetic
field lines at the magnetospheric cusps. Furthermore, Cowley [2013] pointed out that the topology of mag-
netic field lineswound around theplanet by the rotation is likely to be complex andmay evenprevent dayside
reconnection part of the time.Whether injections are triggered by dayside or nightside reconnections cannot
be inferred without a better knowledge of the planetary field geometry.
Further information on any influence of the solar wind is provided by Figure 1, which indicates all the HST
detections with gray arrows on top of the interplanetary dynamic pressure, where the size of the arrow
is proportional to the signal strength. Despite the large ∼±3 days uncertainty in the arrival time, this
global view draws general trends. We first note that the 2014 and 2011 (and even 2012) positive detec-
tions match episodes of globally enhanced solar wind activity—as consistently predicted by the different
MHD models—lasting for several days and made of successive individual pressure fronts. The most intense
Uranian aurorae ever observed (24 kR, 8.8 GW) interestingly match a high-pressure episode (P ≥ 0.017 nPa
for two models over three), the largest ever sampled at Uranus. While the solar wind is known to drive at
least part of planetary auroral emissions in general, it is worth noting that terrestrial cusp aurorae particularly
brighten during magnetospheric compressions, their location being controlled by the interplanetary mag-
netic field orientation [Farrugia et al., 1995]. Possible Uranian cusp aurorae discussed above might thus be
similarly triggered by solar wind compressions.
On the other hand, the limited number of positive detections over all the HST observations which sampled
long-lasting periods of active solar wind suggests that the Uranus aurorae also likely depend on the planetary
field geometry, and therefore on the planetary rotation, as the mean interplanetary magnetic field at 19 AU
remains almost entirely azimuthal.
5. Conclusion
In this article, we analyzed two HST/STIS imaging campaigns of Uranus acquired in 2012 and 2014 with dif-
ferent temporal coverage under variable solar wind conditions. Their analysis yielded the identification of 6
additional detections of Uranian aurorae acquired on 27 September 2012 and 1–2 and 24 November 2014.
The persistence of auroral signal on consecutive images at the same coordinates provides direct evidence of a
rotational motion with the planet. The aurorae were localized from−50∘ (in 2012) to−40∘ (in 2014) southern
latitudes. The auroral regions of 1–2 and 24 November 2014 were also rotationally phased, which suggests
that the same portion of any auroral oval was activated 22 days apart, as in 2011. The detected emissions
lasted for tens of minutes. The auroral region of 24 November 2014 was active for at least 36 min and com-
posed of brief pulses of emission, lasting for less than 1–2 s and variable on timescales ofminutes, with amain
recurrence period of ∼2.5 min.
The auroral spots radiated 5–24 kR and 1.3–8.8 GW,which are comparable to the intensity of Uranian aurorae
observed previously and demonstrate that these can be routinely observed with HST (the four investigated
campaigns each included at least one detection). The November 2014 observations were fitted with model
auroral ovals which constrained the longitude of the southern (northern respectively) magnetic pole to
104 ± 26∘ (284 ± 26∘ respectively) ULS. We suggest that near-equinoctial aurorae of Uranus might be pulsed
cusp emissions formed by either dayside or nightside reconnection. The time (and possible amplitude) cor-
relation between aurorae and sudden increases of solar wind dynamic pressure may suggest a prominent
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influence of the solar wind for driving auroral precipitation (to be confirmed), in addition to the planetary
field geometry. These results form a basis for further modeling work of magnetic reconnection or full solar
wind/magnetosphere interaction using realistic solar wind parameters prevailing during the investigated
observations.
The comparative analysis of Uranian aurorae detected by HST over 16 years shows an overall variation of
Uranus auroral properties from a Solstice-to-Equinox situation (1998) to a configuration gradually moving
away from Equinox (2011 to 2014). It is essential to pursue observing Uranian aurorae with HST, the most
powerful FUV telescope in activity, as the intermediate Equinox-to-Solstice configuration will be reached in
2017. This configuration will provide an opportunity to check the single auroral detection of 1998 under var-
ious solar wind conditions and identify the associated magnetospheric dynamics. Neptune, which forms the
family of ice giant planets with Uranus, also represents a worthy unexplored target whose aurorae are likely
accessible to HST sensitivity. Neptune’s magnetosphere is less tiltedwith denser and longer plasma residence
times, and may thus respond to the solar wind in a similar fashion as Uranus does.
Appendix A: Solar Wind PropagationModels
A1. mSWiM
The mSWiM 1-D model considers the solar wind as an ideal MHD fluid propagated from spacecraft in situ
measurements at 1 AU outward in the solar system in a spherically symmetric configuration. The model was
originally developed and extensively validated for propagation to between 1 and 10 AU [Zieger and Hansen,
2008] (1 AU = 1 astronomical unit). The input boundary conditions at 1 AU are rotated to an inertial longitude.
Propagationoccurs at the inertial longitude and then results are rotated to the target body.Motionof theboth
the spacecraft providing the boundary conditions and the target body are taken into account. As expected,
themodel provides themost accurate results when the Sun, the spacecraft and the target are in heliographic
longitude. Both the L12 study and the present one use amodified version of this codewhere themass loading
due to interstellar neutrals in the outer heliosphere (10–20 AU) is taken into account.
A2. Tao Model
The Tao 1-D model considers the solar wind as an ideal MHD fluid in a one-dimensional spherical symmet-
ric coordinate system. The equation set, numerical scheme, model setting, and inputs are detailed in Tao
et al. [2005]. The modifications brought to the code to propagate solar wind up to the Uranus orbit are
described below.
To account for the effect of the solar rotation, the solar wind arrival time is delayed byΔt = ΔΦ∕Ω, whereΔΦ
is the Earth-Sun-Uranus angle andΩ is the solar angular velocity (using a 26 days rotation period).
In the outer heliosphere (beyond 10 AU), the interaction between the solar wind and the neutral hydrogen
of the local interstellar medium becomes nonnegligible. It is taken into account by assuming that the neutral
hydrogen distribution and the temperature vary as a function of the heliospheric distance r as follows.
The hydrogen density nH(r) and velocity uH(r) are defined as in Wang and Richardson [2001, equation (7)]:
nH(r) = n∞H exp
−𝜆∕r and uH(r) = u∞H with 𝜆 = 7.5 AU, n
∞
H = 0.09 cm
−3 [Wang and Richardson, 2003], and
u∞H = 20 km/s. The direction of the interstellar wind is used to derive the radial and azimuthal components of
the velocity along the Sun-Uranus reference line [Lallement et al., 2010].
The temperature profile is defined as in Wang and Richardson [2003]: TH(r) = 1000 + T∞H exp
−𝜆∕r , where
T∞H = 1.09 × 10
4 K.
The interaction of the solarwindwith the neutral hydrogen is introduced through themomentumand energy
equations following the description of McNutt et al. [1998, equations (29), (70), and (71)]. The energy source
term is multiplied by 1.8 in order to obtain a steady state proton temperature profile consistent with Voyager
2 observations [e.g.,Wang and Richardson, 2003, Figure 1].
A3. MS-FLUKSS
Kim et al. [2016] recently developed a 3-D model which predicts solar wind conditions between 1 and 80 AU
from time-dependent boundary conditions implemented in the adaptive mesh refinement framework of
Multi-scale Fluid-kinetic Simulation Suite (MS-FLUKSS), which is a numerical toolkit designed primarily for
modeling flows of partially ionized plasma [see Pogorelov et al., 2014, and references therein]. MS-FLUKSS
solves MHD equations for plasma coupled either with the kinetic Boltzmann or multiple gas dynamics
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Figure A1. Solar wind velocity, density, and dynamic pressure predicted at Uranus by the mSWiM (black), Tao (blue), and
MS-FLUKSS (orange) models for late 2014.
Euler equations describing the flow of different populations of neutral atoms. Several different turbulence
models are implemented inMS-FLUKSS together with different approaches to treat nonthermal (pickup) ions
as a separate plasma components. In this particular simulation, the model takes into account the effects of
pickup ions that are created in the charge-exchange process between the solar wind and interstellar neutral
atoms. While the flows of plasma and neutral atoms are described separately by solving the MHD and Euler
equations, respectively, the thermal (solar wind) and nonthermal (pickup ions) plasma are treated as a sin-
gle, isotropic fluid. Thus, the model plasma temperatures are generally greater than those expected for the
solar wind at distances greater than∼10 AU such as at Uranus, due to the contribution from themuch hotter
pickup ions that become increasingly dominant at larger distances.
A4. Comparison of the Model Predictions at Uranus
As only the MS-FLUKKS results have been validated yet in the outer heliosphere, these results are hereafter
taken as themain reference towhich themSWiM and Tao results are compared to assess typical uncertainties.
The solar wind parameters at Uranus predicted by these three models are compared in Figure A1 through-
out a representative time interval of 66 days, which encompasses the November 2014 HST observations. The
most accurately propagated parameters are the radial velocity (Figure A1, top) and the density (Figure A1,
middle), or their combinationwithin the dynamic pressure (Figure A1, bottom), whose sudden increases indi-
cate interplanetary shocks. Results fromMS-FLUKKS,mSWiM, and theTaomodel andMS-FLUKKSaredisplayed
in orange, black, and blue, respectively.
Figure A1 illustrates a general agreement between the results of the three models which all predict three
different disturbed solar wind episodes separated by three quiet conditions episodes. We note that mSWiM’s
densities are generally lower than those of MS-FLUKKS and Tao. In addition, these densities remain strikingly
low and constant after day of year (DOY) 320, while the mSWiM’s densities calculated without considering
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interstellar neutrals (not shown) aremore consistent with MS-FLUKKS’s and Tao’s ones during this period. The
mSWiM’s predictions are thus considered as insufficiently reliable after day 320 of year 2014.
The delay between the arrival of velocity, density, or pressure fronts predicted by the threemodels varies from
1 to 5 days, from 2 to 5 days, and from 2 to 4 days during the three active solar wind periods (DOY 284–292,
298–309, and 323–331, respectively). Consequently, we have set an estimate of±3 days uncertainty, as indi-
cated in the main text. However, many individual fronts apparent in Figure A1 (late 2014) and most of the
fronts displayed in Figure 1 (mid-1998, late 2011, and late 2012) display a much better coincidence.
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